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THE LESSONS
-

BY ToNI SHEARS

For years, the average size of a
University of Michigan Law School
graduating class has hovered around
350 students. One clear exception is the
class of 1970; the normal number of
students enrolled in 1967, but by
graduation three years later, the class
numbered only 242 .
The Vietnam War played a significant
role in shrinking the class. As class
members were enrolling, the Selective
Service eliminated the graduate school
draft deferment, making law students
eligible for the draft. The potential of
being called to serve and the growing
anti-war sentiments on campus made the
faraway conflict in Southeast Asia an
inescapable part of many students' Law
School experience.
Students with low draft numbers
worried about interrupting their education to fight ; those who had already
served in the military and those who
were ineligible for the draft couldn't help
noticing classmates who left abruptly or
didn't return in the fall .
"Over that first year, a large number of
the people in our class wound up being
drafted or chose to drop out and enlist in
the service," recalls Robert 0 . Wefald,
JD. '70, who had served a three-year
stint in the U.S. Navy with a six-month
tour off the coast of Vietnam before Law
School. "My roommate left and a couple
of guys across the hall in the Lawyers
Club left during our second year. As
many as could tried to at least finish the
first year."
Many classmates who left school
for military service returned and graduated with later classes, says Wefald, a
solo practitioner and former North
Dakota attorney general who served as
1970 class agent for several years. One
classmate, John Allen Howe, did not
return; he was killed in action.
The draft continued to take its toll on
the class of 1971 ; of those who enrolled
in 1968, "more than a third of the class
was gone by the end of the year," says
class member Bettye Elkins, who actually
graduated early in December 1970. "It
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made for an unstable beginning for the
class, and there was a strong sense of
community among the 'survivors';
those of us who were left really did
bond together." The dozen women in
her class "mainly sat around and
sympathized; we had husbands or
significant others who were drafted, at
risk of being drafted, or had already
served," notes Elkins, whose own
husband had just left the Air Force at
the time.
Certainly this was not the first war
to interrupt educations and career
plans, but as a central event in an era
of social upheaval, it drew more vocal
opposition than earlier conflicts.
Graduates of the late 1960s and early
1970s say that the dominant view of
Vietnam among the student body was
antiwar. "I didn't know anyone who
was for the war," recalls Elkins. Graduates agree Vietnam was often tl;ie topic
of intense discussion and debate
outside of class. On at least one
occasion, a Hutchins Hall classroom
was invaded by campus protesters who
pounded on wastebaskets, taunted
professors, and almost started fistfights .
While such dramatic events were rare ,
for many students the war was seldom
far from their thoughts. "It was not
something that occupied us for a few
minutes. It was a daily event, something that weighed heavily on our
minds," says Stephen C. Ellis, JD. '70.
Of course, Vietnam was only one of
several hot-button issues in those days;
the demonstrations and demands of
the Black Action Movement shook the
Law School to an equal or greater
extent. In this politically charged
atmosphere, both those who served in
Vietnam and those who faced the
prospect said they learned to question
authority.
This lesson was perhaps most
dramatic for Ellis, who was among a
group of students who sued their draft
board for the right to finish school and
graduate with the class of 1970.
"I spent all of my second and third year
in suspense as to whether I was going
to get hauled off by the Army," he
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anyone who was
for the war."
-

BETIYE ELKINS
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recalls. The Selective Service Act of 1967
had eliminated draft deferments for
students who had previously obtained a
deferment or had a baccalaureate degree.
In a class action in U.S. District Court,
Ellis and a group of his classmates argued
that they were exempt from these
provisions because they had obtained
their deferments or degrees before June
30, 1967, when the act took effect.
The court, finding no language
establishing retroactivity in the act,
agreed; it found that the students were
entitled to deferment until the end of
their current academic year and to preinduction review of their draft classification. [See Ellis v. Hershey, 302 F. Supp.
347 (1969).]
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The successful suit against his draft
board was an act of defiance that still
seems to shock Ellis today. "I grew up in
a conservative small town in Washington
State where the word Democrat was
almost a swear word. Where I came
from, young men went off to serve their
country unquestioningly," he explains.
'To be in court with my draft board
fighting to stay in school would have
been unthinkable to me in high school or
college or even my first year of law
school. Only all the ongoing protest
activity at the time made you begin to
feel you had the right to question official
policy," says Ellis, who has spent his
career in private practice in Seattle.
'The most startling thing was the way
we questioned authority. That didn't
happen in the 1950s. It had a lasting
impact on me."

Veterans also began to question their
experience when they encountered
opposition to the war on campus. Darrel
]. Grinstead, JD. '69, served in the Navy
and came to the Law School "unquestioning of the mission of the military and the
government. The antiwar atmosphere I
encountered was culture shock of the first
order," he says. "I sometimes felt like an
observer who couldn't fully share in the
views of the class."
However, he made friends with
students who had not served and were
questioning U.S. involvement in Vietnam.
"I engaged in quite a bit of debate and
discussion, and came out of the experience with a very different attitude.
I wasn't completely anti-war; I didn't feel
uncomfortable about my role, and

I continued to participate in the Naval
Reserves, but I was more doubting, more
questioning. Those debates were a
completely eye-opening experience, and
I got more out of law school because of
it," says Grinstead, now the chief counsel
at the Health Care Financing Administration of the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services.
Wefald, influenced by his upbringing
in the traditionally isolationist state of
North Dakota, notes, "I never was one
who thought Vietnam was a place we
should be, but as a child of the 1950s,
I did what my country asked and was
proud of my service. I was sort of curious
about the antiwar movement. I guess
I didn't understand the depth of the
feeling as I came to understand it later.
I felt I'd done my time, and I didn't
understand what the problem was."
Although he served in the Naval Reserves

We did it for the
benefit of other
people, to protect
them from the
onslaught of a
totalitarian state."
1
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from 1967 until 1991 when he retired at
the rank of captain, Wefald came to
believe that in Vietnam, "we lost too
many people, killed too many people,
and spent too many resources. It wasn't
worth it."
If Robert Wefald was confused by
opposition to the war, Tom Carhart, JD.
'72, was shocked by it. A 1966 West
Point graduate who enrolled at the Law
School after a tour in Vietnam, Carhart
vividly recalls returning home from the
war in uniform only to be spat upon by a
teenager in a Chicago airport. ''That girl's
spittle went through me like a lance," he
says. "I was proud to offer my life in the
service of my country and I did what
I felt was my duty, and that was what
I came home to."
Carhart responded by trying to blend
into the antiwar atmophere he encountered on campus. "I wanted nothing
more than to be accepted, and I paid a
high price for that. To fit in, I mouthed
a lot of antiwar cant, but it was just cant. "
He wrote letters to the editor about the
war, but he stopped short of actively
protesting because "I wouldn't turn my
back on my brothers in arms," he
explains. Then and rt"ow, he feels the war
was morally justified: "We did it for the
benefit of other people, to protect them
from the onslaught of a totalitarian state.
It turns out that we were myopic, and
that there are other parts of the world so
foreign that we can't easily transplant
democracy there, but that doesn't mean
we shouldn't try. Democracy may be
flawed, but it's still the best system of
government there is."
Carhart, wounded twice in the war,
wrote a book called The Offering about
his combat experience and was part of
the veterans group formed to establish a
Vietnam memorial. He disliked the
resulting design for the black wall of
names so much that he led the effort to
create a more traditional sculpture of
soldiers that stands near The Wall in
Washington. Now he has left law practice
and government positions to pursue a
doctorate in history and write books
about the military. Still, he says that the
war is no longer a big issue for veterans
or those who didn't serve. "For most
members of my generation, it's ancient
history. It took a big chunk out of my
youth, not to mention my body, but
we're grown-ups now, and we've forgotten about it and moved on."

Detroit attorney David Baker Lewis,
JD. '70, says he didn't worry about the
draft while in school because he had a
medical condition that precluded service,
but he wasn't unaffected by the war.
"I guess I felt to some degree gratified that
I had a medical deferment because the
reason for the conflict didn't make a lot
of sense to me, but I also felt guilty that
some of my friends and acquaintances
were drafted and had their lives endangered and their educations disrupted."
Lewis, who remembers several high
school classmates killed in Vietnam, says:
"I often look back on those circumstances
and see how random and fortuitous hfe
itself can be."
Says Ellis, "While we were in school,
the war affected us greatly in lots of
strange ways. Do I think about it constantly today? No, but it does color my
view of hfe in this country and of the
government."
Wefald and Ellis say the war and the
other political issues of the times often
surface in conversation when graduates
get together. It will probably come up
when the class of 1970 gathers for its
twenty-fifth reunion in Ann Arbor
Oct. 6-8. While the graduating class was
smaller, the reunion need not be; the class
warmly welcomes those who were
separated from the class by the war and
ended up graduating later to return for a
true reunion.

Graduates who began Law School in the
fall of 1967 but graduated after the Class
of 1970 are asked to contact Anne Griffin
Sloan or Jennifer Teichow at (313)
998-7970 to make reservations to attend
the reunion.
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